
O'Malley Family Vocabulary Review

Definition matching

Match the words on the left with the definitions on the right.

1. emerge

2. sidewalk

3. hide-and-seek

4. worn out

5. carry

6. whine

7. keep an eye on

8. figure

9. casserole

10. hush

11. stay put

12. tag

A. A food you can make by putting noodles (and other

food) in the oven with cheese on top.

B. Another way to say 'watch,' this means to keep

up-to-date on the status of something.

C. Like 'assume,' this word means that you think

something without thinking (much) about why you

think it.

D. The street is for cars. This is the place that is for

people to walk.

E. Another way to say 'not move' or 'not go anywhere.'

We often use this as a command.

F. To complain in a high voice. This word is named for

the sound an unhappy dog makes.

G. Another way to say 'come out.'

H. Another way to say 'tired,' this describes a person

who has no more energy left.

I. A word that means 'be quiet.' We use it normally as

a command.

J. A game that children play, where one child is 'it' and

tries to touch another child to make him or her it.

K. A game that children play, where one child is 'it' and

counts while the others hide.

L. To transport something in your hands or in your

pockets or backpack.
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Fill in the blank

Fit the words in the grey box into the spaces in the sentences below. Each of the words

should only fit into one of the sentences.

crowded, remote control, still, traffic light, mug, cross, pot, race,

playground, already, frisbee, escalator

1. The boss asked Phillip to stop printing out books on the company printer, but

everyone knows that he ____________________________ does. I personally

hope he gets fired.

2. Lewis didn't want to watch the nature documentary, but he couldn't find the

____________________________ and didn't want to stand up.

3. We have a big ____________________________ of bean soup on the stove in

the kitchen. You should come over and have dinner with us. There is enough for

everybody.

4. When Stephanie's children bought her a coffee

____________________________ with the words 'World's Best Grandma'

written on it, she knew she was going to be a grandmother.

5. I asked for your comments on the project report before Friday! Now it's too late,

I've ____________________________ sent it to the customer.

6. Toby doesn't go to concerts because he doesn't like

____________________________ places. He couldn't relax with so many people

in one place.

7. There is a ____________________________ behind our apartment building and

we can hear the children playing if we open our windows.

8. Peter and Paul will have a ____________________________ after work, to see

who can run three kilometers the fastest.

9. In the shopping center, the kids love to ride up and down the

____________________________. Sometimes they try to walk up the one that is

going down.

10. Darrel saw his kids throwing his CDs like a ____________________________

and became very angry.

11. When I told you to stop for ____________________________s, I didn't mean the

ones that are green!

12. Steve got to a wide river, and didn't know how to

____________________________ it.
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